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Feeling the need . the need for speed (of
processing training) in Parkinson disease

Cognitive impairment is common in patients with Parkinson disease (PD) without dementia, and may be present even at diagnosis.1,2 Although a wide range of
cognitive domains may be affected in patients with
PD without dementia, early cognitive deficits usually
occur in the domains of attention and executive function (planning, sequencing, processing speed, and working memory).3 While cholinesterase inhibitors improve
cognition in PD dementia, only a limited number of
trials have investigated pharmacologic agents for mild
cognitive impairment in PD, and none has been proven
to be effective.1 There is limited evidence for nonpharmacologic cognitive interventions in PD; existing studies have focused on physical exercise1 or enhancing
sensory-perceptual function, thereby improving stimulus quality to enable better cognitive processing.4,5
In this issue of Neurology®, Edwards et al.6 report the
first randomized trial of cognitive speed of processing
training (SOPT) in PD. In healthy older adults, SOPT
has substantial beneficial effects on neuropsychological
test performance, health-related quality of life, depression,
self-rated health, and driving safety.7,8 Edwards et al.6
enrolled 87 persons with mild to moderate PD without
dementia and randomized them to a self-administered
cognitive SOPT arm or a no-contact control condition.
At baseline, Mini-Mental State Examination scores
ranged from 24 to 30, with only 3 participants scoring
below 26. For the SOPT arm, the investigators recommended that participants complete at least 20 hours of
training and encouraged working on the SOPT program for 1 hour 3 times a week. At the 3-month follow-up evaluation, the SOPT group experienced greater
improvements on the Useful Field of View (UFOV)
Test than the control group. SOPT did not alter secondary outcomes in this trial, which included measures
of cognitive self-perception and depression.
The study by Edwards et al.6 demonstrates the effectiveness of a nonpharmacologic cognitive intervention
(SOPT) on a measure of visual attention and processing
speed (UFOV) in a population prone to problems with
cognitive speed of processing (PD). Slower processing
speed theoretically affects cognitive performance because
there is either not enough time to process all stimuli or

enough availability of previous information for further
processing.9 Accordingly, interventions to improve processing speed could lead to improved cognitive ability.
As no cognitive tasks other than the UFOV were
administered in this study, we cannot conclude that
SOPT leads to improved cognition in PD. Because
there was no alternative training or active placebo condition to contrast with SOPT, it is also possible that the
observed benefit was due to some nonspecific effect of
study participation. However, other studies assessing the
effects of SOPT in healthy adults aged 50 and older
have shown that this training improves performance
on several neuropsychological measures, including Trails
A and B, the Symbol Digit Modalities Test, and the
Stroop Word Test.8 UFOV performance is also a predictor of driving ability in PD,10 so SOPT may potentially prevent loss of driving in this population. Future
studies will need to focus on these issues.
The SOPT software used in this study is commercially available, can be run on any computer, and appears
to be easy to install and use. There are no adverse effects
as would be experienced with pharmacologic interventions. But SOPT requires a substantial time commitment, so it is difficult to know whether patients will
embrace it. Clinical trial participants are generally more
motivated than the general population, and there still
was a 27% attrition rate from randomization to the
3-month assessment in the SOPT group, with the most
common reason for dropping out being “too busy.” Furthermore, while UFOV performance was improved in
this trial, cognitive self-perceptions were unchanged,
which may further discourage patients from continuing
with SOPT. Overall, participants randomized to the
SOPT group completed an average of 21.4 hours of
training, and 69% of the participants completed at least
20 hours of training over the 3 months,6 suggesting that
in principle, patients with PD can commit to a selfadministered SOPT program. It is unclear how much
SOPT training is necessary in order to see a benefit. If
improvement can be seen with less intense training, it
may promote participation.
Other questions need to be answered. How long
does the effect from SOPT last once participants stop?
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May there be even more improvements in the UFOV
with longer training times? This trial did not enroll
PD participants with marked cognitive decline. Would
cognitive SOPT offer more benefit in those with greater
cognitive impairment? Younger age at diagnosis of PD
and longer disease duration in this trial were the characteristics associated with larger training gains. These 2
groups also tended to have worse baseline performance
on the UFOV, implying that those with greater impairment may show the greatest improvement. Despite the
new questions raised by this trial, there is a clear need
for nonpharmacologic interventions in the treatment
of cognitive dysfunction in PD, and SOPT looks like
a promising option.
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